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Description Instantly convert your Apple Keyboard into a custom Logic Pro/Express Keyboard with the KB Covers Logic Pro/Express Keyboard
Cover. Designed in conjunction with Orren Merton, pro audio writer and co-author of the upcoming book "Logic Pro 8 Power", the Logic
Pro/Express Keyboard Cover includes over 130 default keyboard shortcuts for Logic Pro 8 or Logic Express 8. Now your projects will get edited
faster because you can spend more time working on your project and less time memorizing the program keys. Keyboard shortcuts are color
coded, so users know when to use modifier keys like Shift/Command/Option to get the desired result. MAGMA Keyboard Covers also safeguard
your keyboard from dirt, spills, wear and tear. The covers are produced by the US manufacturer KBcovers and are made of durable, ultra-thin
silicone and perfectly molded to fit the Apple® keyboard as well as the new Apple® ultra-thin aluminium keyboard. They will not slip or slide. In
addition, the covers have a silky smooth feel so they are soft and comfortable to the touch and will not restrict typing. You can also read the
regular letters and commands if you aren’t using Logic. Custom designed colour coded buttons with Logic Pro 8 / Express 8 keyboard shortcuts
Safeguards the keyboard from dirt, spills, wear and tear Made of durable, soft and ultra-thin silicone Perfectly shaped to the MacBook
Pro/PowerBook®, Apple® keyboard and Apple® ultra-thin aluminium keyboard Washable and easy to keep clean Available as European
QWERTY layout  
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